how to stop bedbugs from
Dealing with bedbugs is not only a real nuisance, but something that most people do not even like
to discuss. Bedbugs, lately, have been making the headlines because they are, for some reason,
coming back in full force. It is seemingly very easy for these tiny creatures to travel with people
from place to place allowing them to spread quickly wherever the people go. If you are already
infested by these small creatures, here are a few ways that you can get rid of bedbugs starting
today.
In order to defeat an enemy, it helps to understand him -or it, as the case may be. Most people
have an exaggerated idea of how damaging bedbugs can be, though they are difficult creatures to
eliminate. An example of this is the belief that they can spread infectious disease which is not
true. If exposed to their bites over a long duration, these bugs can actually cause people to have
an allergic reaction. You should also be very careful, in regard to young children, as they may
become anemic from their bites. Similar to mosquitoes, these bugs like to suck your blood, which
will leave red marks that may itch terribly. You may, however, not itch at all if you are not sensitive
to such a bite. It is in your best interest to see a doctor, however, if you do not know what these
little bites are. Both new and used furniture may come with bedbugs so you should be on the
lookout for the little critters every time you bring new merchandise into your home. Warehouses
and delivery trucks are both capable of being infested with bedbugs. So your brand new mattress
or couch may come into your house with a few bedbugs. Don't allow furniture to enter into your
home before doing an inspection for bedbugs. Bedbugs may hide in new furniture and won't be
obvious so be sure to really look for evidence of bedbugs on your new furniture.
Bedbugs are easily repelled using boric acid powder which can be found at a pharmacy near you.
Do not place this powder in your bed, but around it. Another great place to put it is in cracks and
pathways that bedbugs may use to hop into your bed while you sleep. A great bedbug repellent is
boric acid which is typically used to kill cockroaches. You can vacuum frequently and steam clean
your bedding, but if all else fails, an exterminator can definitely help.
To conclude, these bugs are mostly disturbing, but not that dangerous. The point is that these tiny
insects actually feed on you and therefore their bites can be itchy and painful. Getting rid of these
bugs can be a traumatic experience, which will be resolved when you finally eliminate them.
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